Wrinkle smoothing

Skin rejuvenation
& elasticity improvement

Treatment of pregnancy
stretch marks
Connective tissue tightening
Anti-cellulite treatment

Flashwave® Therapy
Whether you‘re considering aesthetic correction
or want to beautify your skin, Flashwave® therapy
offers advanced treatment options for aesthetics and skin improvement that do not require
surgery, side effects or additional medications.
Flashwave® therapy uses acoustic waves
with a specific wave profile to stimulate
communication between your cells and
activate your body‘s self-repair program.
With Flashwave®, international doctors,
German engineers and therapeutic experts have succeeded in developing a
method of treatment that is painless,
non-invasive and works absolutely reliably.

Aesthetics and Skin Management
In dermatology and aesthetic medicine, Flashwave® technology represents a technological-therapeutic breakthrough. In the treatment
of many skin and wound problems, specific
acoustic waves are extremely effective and the
results can be seen within a short time.
Flashwave® therapy for skin problems focuses on
regenerating or rejuvenating tissue cells through
communication and activation of your stem
cells. With its exceptional ability to communicate
with many different cells, Flashwave® opens
up an enormously broad field of treatment for
skin-related medical problems.
Aesthetic indications
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Connective tissue tightening
Improvement of skin elasticity
Wrinkle smoothing
Skin rejuvenation
Treatment of stretch marks
Treatment of irregularities after liposuction

A healthy body allows more activity,
which conveys more joy of life and
self-confidence. The entire experience
is rounded off with a good body feeling
and a dazzling appearance. Feel good in
your skin - that is quality of life.

Dr. Edith Vonbank
General practitioner with
a focus on aesthetics,
anti-aging and holistic
medicine, Bregenz, Austria

How does Flashwave® work in Aesthetic Medicine?
Flashwave® is applied directly to the intendent
treatment area and uses special acoustic waves
to increase cell activity.
The first result is a firmer and smoother skin on the
treated area – but the effect of the therapy can
also be seen on various other levels.

Flashwave® therapy promises patients painless
treatment without surgical intervention or additional medication.

With cellular communication, Flashwave® sets
several physiological processes in motion:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»» Formation of a stronger skin connective tissue
»» Improved blood circulation of the supporting
connective tissue
»» Growth of the mucles tissue
»» Neovascularization of subcutaneous tissue
»» Improvement of lymph drainage
»» Acceleration of lymphatic system activity

Flashwave® achieves impressive results in aesthetic medicine:
Gradual smoothing of the skin surface
Considerable reduction of cellulite
Increased skin firmness and firmness
Long-lasting treatment effect
No side effects were observed

Flashwave® therapy shows significant results
and clearly visible improvements after as few as
three treatments.

Firm skin instead of cellulite
By increasing cell activity, the edema of fatty
tissue is reduced.
This tissue edema is one of the first signs of cellulite. Reducing the oedema increases the permeability of the tissue – so liquids and toxins
found in the fat cells can not only be released,
but also drained through the lymphatic system.
By reducing toxins, the collagen fibres are less
damaged, which means the skin becomes firmer
and less degenerated.
Flashwave® can be used against cellulite on
hips, thighs and buttocks.

Wrinkle smoothing and skin rejuvenation
For a firm, youthful complexion, many women
and men accept painful operations and/or drug
treatments. While medication often causes severe side effects, surgical interventions can result in injury to nerves, blood vessels or lymphatic
structures.
In addition, there are longer recovery phases in
which the patients are often restricted.
In contrast, Flashwave® therapy offers effective
wrinkle smoothing and skin rejuvenation without
side effects, surgery or downtime.
Flashwave® uses special acoustic waves to animate stem cell communication in your body
and specifically activates the production of production of lean muscle mass, making your skin
surface firmer and smoother from the inside. This
natural lifting effect rejuvenates your skin‘s appearance noticeably and visibly.

Treatment of stretch marks
During pregnancy, the female body performs a
true miracle that leaves its mark. The unpleasant
traces usually appear in the form of conspicuous
stretch marks on the stomach and thighs and affect the light-heartedness of many mothers. The
light-coloured stretch marks are cracks in the
subcutis which, in addition to pregnancy, can
also be the result of strong weight fluctuations or
growth spurts.
The specific waves of Flashwave® therapy are
used to remove the stretch marks.
By activating the body‘s own stem cells, new
skin cells are produced which result in the skin
surface being tightened and the stretch marks
becoming less visible. The acoustic waves penetrate beneath the skin surface and promote remarkable and rapid results.

How is Flashwave® applied?

What is Flashwave®?

One of the greatest advantages of Flashwave®
therapy is its individual applicability. The treatment is precisely adapted to the patient’s needs.
Before application by the physician, a coupling
medium – usually a special oil – is applied to the
treatment area to ensure the transfer of Flashwave® into the body and the activation of cellular communication.

Flashwaves® are acoustic waves with a specific
wave signature that move in and through the
body at supersonic speed. They are generated
in a controlled manner and can be varied in
strength, energy and penetration depth and
adapted to the medical needs of each patient.

How long does Flashwave® therapy
take?

The number of treatments varies depending on
your diagnosis.
The actual Flashwave® treatment usually takes
eight to fifteen minutes.
Many patients report a noticeable improvement
after the first session (although usually three to
five treatments are recommended).

What does a Flashwave® therapy
cost?

Due to the efficient effect, the costs are low compared to conventional forms of therapy, such as
protracted treatments, possible operations or expensive drugs. For a cost estimate, please contact our team, we will find out together whether
a Flashwave® therapy is the ideal solution for you
and will be happy to answer your questions.

How does Flashwave® work
medically?

The acoustic waves initiate communication with
and between the cells and activate an intrinsic
repair program in the tissue. This cellular communication is the basis of a unique medical efficacy
without relevant side effects.

The usual activity of
cells without Flashwave®
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Active endogenous
cells after treatment
with Flashwave®
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